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Revolutionary power line fi lters – the biggest yet!

In January 2019 MPE shipped two 3000A very high current (VHC) 
EMP power line fi lters with TEMPEST performance. These fi lters 
represented two of the largest fi lters ever manufactured at MPE.

Back in late 2017, MPE was approached by Norshield A/S in 
Os i Østerdalen, Norway, to develop custom filters to provide 
protection for a very high power application on the European 
Continent. Performance had to comply with the NATO SDIP 
TEMPEST Standard for shielded chambers, with a requirement 
too for EMP surge protection.

Because of the complex nature of the application and the demands 
for high performance and very high current, MPE recognised 
early on in the design process that the massive size of any fi lter 
could present signifi cant issues during installation.

The MPE fi lter solution was therefore ultimately designed with 
two smaller fi lter elements, each using revolutionary new busbar 
confi gurations. These fi lter elements were then conjoined, to 
make installation on site simpler and more straightforward and 
minimise any diffi culties in that regard. Following an extensive 
modelling and development process, design acceptance and 
sign-off by the client were completed in June 2018.

Production of the fi lters with their custom-designed installation 
enclosures commenced in late September 2018. The custom 
fi lters manufactured were three-phase and neutral, rated at 3000A 
440/250VAC 50/60Hz, with EMP surge protection up to 100kA 
8/20µs and with a 100dB insertion loss from 10kHz through to 
10GHz.

Following rigorous electrical and mechanical testing at MPE, 
including 25% current overload capability, manufacturing was 
completed in January 2019. Each fi lter arrangement measured 
4.25m x 1.61m x 0.46m and weighed 1144kg, excluding the 
custom installation enclosures. The custom enclosures and 
busbar confi gurations were fi tted during testing at MPE and 
brought the overall length to 5.25m and total weight to 1414kg.

These MPE custom filter solutions and enclosures were then 
disassembled prior to packing and duly shipped to Norshield in 
late January 2019 with all necessary assembly and installation 
guidance documentation.

Completed 3000A EMP power line fi lter with custom 
enclosures prior to testing
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